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Introduction
Is there any more influential ship in the world than Titanic?

T

hanks to hundreds of movies, thousands of books and millions of fans, the story of the
Titanic is known world-wide. Even 105 years after her tragic plunge, women shed tears
placing roses on each victim’s grave, men debate the number of rivets in the hull, and secondgraders know not to show smoke coming from the fourth dummy funnel when they draw the
ship. And don’t get cruise lines started on how many passengers want to teeter on the bow
with their arms raised like Jack and Rose!

Titanic-mania didn’t start with James Cameron’s blockbuster
movie of 1997, nor with Walter Lord’s influential book of 1955,
“A Night to Remember”. It began the morning of April 15,
1912, with the first banner headlines in the morning press.
The public was so enthralled that publishers rushed to print
“authoritative” books on the disaster which were sold door-todoor. One company signed up agents by promising, “The people
are in a frenzy to learn all about the wreck of the Titanic ... it is
the biggest money-making opportunity that has happened in
recent years.”
Our goal tonight is not to shed new light on the disaster nor bore
our guests with technical discourses. Rather, it is to celebrate a ship
that more than any other has brought converts and enthusiasm
into our field of maritime heritage. Ask any fan about what got
them interested in ships and chances are a youthful encounter
with the Titanic will rank high. The guilty little secret of most
collectors is that tucked away in a drawer, away from displays of
White Star Line china and period deck plans, is a stash of beloved
Titanic tchotchkes. Stoic adults will even break into a grin when
seeing a beloved Titanic board game from their youth.
Is there any more influential ship in the world than Titanic?
It is no exaggeration to say that without Titanic, enthusiasm
in our maritime heritage would be far less. For that reason,
tonight we honor Titanic.
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Our Guest Speaker

William H. Miller
“Mr. Ocean Liner”

B

ill Miller, long-time SSHSA member,
is an international authority on
ocean liners and cruise ships. He has
written some 80
books on the subject:
from early steamers,
immigrant ships and
liners at war to their
fabulous interiors
and about the highly
collectible artifacts
from them. He has
written specific histories of such celebrated
passenger ships as the United States,
Queen Mary, Rotterdam, France, Queen
Elizabeth 2 and Crystal Serenity. A native
of Hoboken, New Jersey, Miller was named
Outstanding American Maritime Scholar
in 1994 and received the U.S. Maritime
Preservation Award and the Ocean Liner
Council’s Silver Riband Award in 2004.

1912: Into 			
the Sunset
1912: A rare travel agency print issued by
White Star Line painted by famed maritime
artist Montague Black. Olympic fills most of
the painting, but Titanic is shown in lower
right corner. Ironically she is sailing off into
the sunset. Source: Stephen Chase Collection,
SSHSA archives

Image sponsored by
John Miottel / MiottelMuseum.com
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The Birthplace
1911 Harland & Wolff shipyard plan showing
slipways #2 and #3 where the Olympic and
Titanic were built and launched. The shipyard’s
relationship with White Star dated back to
1869 when Thomas Ismay took over the line.
Except for one tender and vessels transferred
from other companies or bought on the stocks,
Harland & Wolff designed and built every
White Star ship right up until the end in 1934.
Source: 1911 “The Shipbuilder – Olympic &
Titanic Souvenir Number”, Courtesy of the Der
Scutt Collection

MaritimeMatters.com
Cruise & Maritime News
Ships from a technical, historical
and aesthetic perspective, published by
Martin Cox since 1997

Image sponsored by
Martin Cox / MaritimeMatters.com
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April 7, 1910
Framework for the Titanic’s hull is going up
while the hull of sister Olympic is nearly plated
over. Harland & Wolff built the massive
gantries with their mobile cranes on top in
anticipation of a rush of orders to come after
the world’s biggest liners entered service.
Needless to say, they were a bit over-optimistic.
Source: 1911 “The Shipbuilder – Olympic &
Titanic Souvenir Number”, Courtesy of the Der
Scutt Collection

Gerry &
Marguerite Lenfest,
recipients of SSHSA’s
2016 Samuel Ward Stanton Award
for Lifetime Achievement

Image sponsored by
Gerry Lenfest
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October 20, 1910
Titanic’s hull is plated over while Olympic is
ready to be launched later in the day. Bruce
Ismay had the Olympic painted white so that
the ship would look imposing for the camera
as it slid down the stocks. Source: 1911 “The
Shipbuilder – Olympic & Titanic Souvenir
Number”, Courtesy of the Der Scutt Collection

®

The mission of God’s Love
We Deliver is to improve the
health and well-being of men,
women and children living with
HIV/AIDS, cancer and other
serious illnesses by alleviating
hunger and malnutrition.
www.glwd.org

Image sponsored by
Tom Ragan
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Olympic’s
Massive
Funnel
A massive funnel destined for the Olympic is
being dragged by rail
to the outfitting dock.
Titanic’s were almost
identical. Often funnels were staged for
publicity shots so that
automobiles or railcars
could drive through.
The public loved it.
Source: 1911 “The
Shipbuilder – Olympic
& Titanic Souvenir
Number”, Courtesy of
the Der Scutt Collection

Image sponsored by
Peabody Essex Museum

MAY 20–OCTOBER 9, 2017
The exhibition is sponsored by the Fiduciary Trust Company and
Eaton Vance Management and is supported in part by a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts. Carolyn and Peter S. Lynch and
The Lynch Foundation provided generous support.
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Titanic’s Boilers
Titanic’s boilers awaiting installation. When the
ship split apart and sank, her boilers broke loose
and spilled out of the hull. It was one of these
boilers that startled the night watch onboard the
Knorr during the 1985 exposition to locate the
wreck. They were trying to stay awake while
watching grainy video of the sea floor sent up
from the underwater exploration sled Argo.
Suddenly mud was replaced with bits of manmade objects. Then the distinctive face of one of
these boilers came into view, thus confirming that
the Titanic had been found after seventy-three
years. Source: 1911 “The Shipbuilder – Olympic
& Titanic Souvenir Number”, Courtesy of the Der
Scutt Collection

SS Rotterdam – SSHSA 1996 Ship of the Year

Ann & Don Eberle
have proudly been members,
donors and leaders within
SSHSA for over 40 years. Ann
served three years on the board
and Don was a director for 18
years, and national president
from 1991-1997.

Image sponsored by
Ann and Don Eberle
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The Main Staircase

Ralph & Mary Ann
McCrea

Is there any more famous stairway in the world?
This concept sketch shows Titanic, as the center
clock surround on the Olympic was less ornate.
The stairway became a favorite backdrop
in movie adaptations and was recreated for
Titanic travelling exhibits. Source: 1911 “The
Shipbuilder – Olympic & Titanic Souvenir
Number”, Courtesy of the Der Scutt Collection

Visit Muskegon, Michigan
and tour the Clipper

Image sponsored by
Ralph & Mary Ann McCrea

Milwaukee Clipper, 2004 SSHSA Ship of the Year
milwaukeeclipper.com
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May 31, 1911
Titanic is launched at Harland & Wolff
Shipyard in Belfast before a crowd of 100,000
spectators. The largest moveable man-made
object in the world at the time took all of
62 seconds to reach the water. Twenty-three
tons of tallow, train oil and soft soap greased
the ways to help her along. Source: 1911 “The
Shipbuilder – Olympic & Titanic Souvenir
Number”, Courtesy of the Der Scutt Collection

Photo sponsored
through the generosity of

Image sponsored by
Art & Meade Ferguson

Art & Meade
Ferguson
Seeandbee, famed Great Lakes four-stack,
side-wheel steamer
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April 2, 1912
Titanic leaving Harland & Wolff shipyard and
Belfast on her way to Southampton for her
maiden voyage. That morning she had moved
under her own power for the first time. The
ship underwent only a day’s worth of trials
before being handed over by the shipyard to
White Star. Source: Walter Lord photo courtesy
of Der Scutt Collection

In Memory of
Don Stoltenberg
(1927-2016)

Image sponsored by
Rick Rabbett

SSHSA member and renowned Cape Codbased artist and illustrator who specialized in
portraying industrial and built environments
with a particular focus on maritime subjects
including the classic ocean liners.
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April 10, 1912

Brent & Relly Dibner

Photo taken shortly before noon when Titanic
departed Southampton on her maiden voyage.
Somewhere on the bridge, Captain Edward Smith
is preparing to sound the horns to announce the
ship’s departure. Visible at far left are the twin
funnels of American Line’s St. Louis, idled due
to a coal strike. Her sister New York was tied up
further along the pier. When the new behemoth
of the seas steamed by, New York’s mooring lines
parted due to suction from the massive hull. Only
prompt action by the tug Vulcan got the drifting
liner out of the way, missing Titanic by mere feet.
The Vulcan’s captain later regretted his actions,
wondering if he hadn’t saved the day if Titanic
would have been further delayed and thus never
hit the iceberg. Source: Walter Lord photo courtesy of
Der Scutt Collection

Brent served on the SSHSA board for nine
years and he and his wife Relly have made
considerable contributions to SSHSA. They have
provided the vision and support to help develop
and launch SSHSA’s education program.

Image sponsored by
Brent Dibner

Luna, 2011 SSHSA Tug of Distinction
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April 10, 1912

Sponsored by Mary Payne,

Crowds surge along the shore, watching as
Titanic picks up speed departing Southampton.
The ship was going six knots when this photo
was taken. Seconds later the first disaster of
the maiden voyage would hit when Titanic’s
suction caused the New York to part ways with
the dock. Somewhere in this crowd were six
stokers and firemen who had been enjoying
a pint too many at a local pub. When Capt.
Smith blew the steam whistle they rushed to
the pier, only to discover the gangway raised
and the ship sailing away. Source: Walter Lord
photo courtesy of Der Scutt Collection

President of the SSHSA Board
of Directors, in honor of the
Ship History Center &
SSHSA’s hard-working staff
& volunteers.

Image sponsored by
Mary Payne
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April 10, 1912

Photo sponsored through
the generosity of
SSHSA Board Member

Departing Southampton on the maiden voyage
Notice the lifeboats. Titanic carried 20 with
a capacity of 1,178 people, far short of the
ship’s maximum load of 3,300 passengers and
crew. The number of lifeboats met British law
because of the belief that if huge liners such
as Titanic were to sink, it would take such a
long time that rescue ships would have plenty
of time to arrive. The coal strike had tamped
down the demand for passage. Just over 2,200
souls were onboard during the maiden voyage
and 1,500 were lost. Source: Walter Lord photo
courtesy of Der Scutt Collection

Nicholas Langhart

Image sponsored by
Nicholas Langhart
Delta Queen, 1998 SSHSA Ship of the Year
dqsteamboat.com
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April 11, 1912
Third Class passengers on the Poop Deck
watching the tenders at Queenstown. In just
a few days this area would be crowded with
passengers and crew, desperately making their
last stand before the ship went down. - Source:
Walter Lord photo courtesy of Der Scutt Collection

5th grade students from Rocky Hill School visit Ship
History Center with archivist Astrid Drew

Image sponsored by
Murray Kilgour

Heritage Harbor Foundation

Supporting SSHSA’s
Education Program
heritageharborfoundation.org
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April 12, 1912
Deck chairs await passengers on Titanic’s First
Class Promenade Deck. Windows to the First
Class Smoking Room are on the right. In the
early hours of the 15th, this area was packed
with passengers waiting for lifeboats to be
lowered from the Boat Deck above. At first,
many were reluctant to climb into the swaying
boats, preferring to stick with the comfort of
the big ship. Their attitude changed when
the ever-increasing slant to the deck indicated
Titanic was going down quickly. By that time
it was too late as most lifeboats had already
pulled away, only partially full. - Source: Walter
Lord photo courtesy of Der Scutt Collection

Proud producers of SSHSA’s
PowerShips magazine
Best Wishes to SSHSA
Celebrating its 82nd year

Image sponsored by
Cornerstone Media
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April 		
12, 1912
Eleven-year-old Jack
Odell posing on the
companionway leading to the roof of the
First Class Lounge.
The ladder above Jack’s
shoulder goes to Titanic’s compass platform.
Young Odell and his
family bought tickets
for the SouthamptonQueenstown run, and
invited along divinity
student Francis Browne.
Both Browne and Kate
Odell were shutterbugs
and took most of the
surviving photographs
of Titanic’s maiden voyage. The Odells and
Browne disembarked
in Queenstown for a
motor tour of Ireland.
They made it back to
London just in time for
a memorial service for
their former shipmates
of a week earlier. Source:
Walter Lord photo courtesy
of Der Scutt Collection

Image sponsored by Wolfsonian-FIU

The Wolfsonian–FIU in Miami Beach, home to a significant and
growing international maritime collection, wishes the SSHSA
tremendous success with the Ocean Liner Dinner.
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April 		
12, 1912
Kate Odell snapped
this impressive image
of Titanic’s third and
fourth funnels while
standing on the First
Class Promenade on
Boat Deck. Little did
she realize the drama
which would play out
on this deck in just a few
days. Source: Walter Lord
photo courtesy of Der Scutt
Collection

Image sponsored by
Terry Tilton
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Home to one of the world’s finest collections of
historic ships covering every era from the Age of
Steam and Sail to Submarines.
• Hands-on exhibits, rare artifacts & photography
• Dockside tours of ten historic vessels
• On-the-water adventures aboard tall ship Californian and the newly built
full-scale replica of explorer Juan Cabrillo’s San Salvador
• Historic Pilot Boat San Diego Bay cruises
• Hi-speed PCF 816 Swift Boat Naval History Tour
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of India WHARF

WWW.SDMARITIME.ORG | 619.234.9153

1492 N. HARBOR DR. | SAN DIEGO, CA. 92101

April 15, 1912
The unlikely hero of the disaster, Cunard Line’s
RMS Carpathia, is shown here in an idyllic
painting by Odin Rosenvinge. A few minutes
past midnight on April 15 the Carpathia’s radio
operator received the Titanic’s distress call.
Captain Arthur Rostron immediately turned his
ship around and ordered full speed ahead. Heat
and hot water to the passenger cabins were turned
off in order to gain a little more power. The ship’s
top speed was 17 knots but that night Rostron
pushed her close to 20 knots, dodging icebergs
to reach the Titanic’s last known position in four
hours. The ship had sunk two hours earlier.
Carpathia rescued 705 survivors from Titanic’s
lifeboats. For his valiant efforts, Rostron was
knighted by King George V. Sir Arthur Rostron
later became Commodore of the Cunard Line.
Source: courtesy of the Der Scutt Collection

Sponsored by
Henry Posner III
& Anne M. Molloy
Supporting SSHSA’s stewardship
of the Posner Maritime Collection
& Virtual Museum.

Image sponsored by
Henry Posner III & Anne M. Molloy
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1926
Here is a young Walter Lord, age 9, and his
nanny onboard the Olympic. Lord was so
fascinated by the disaster that he started a
Titanic scrapbook at age 10. His 1955 book,
“A Night to Remember”, inspired millions of
youngsters to become ship fans. Source: Walter
Lord photo courtesy of Der Scutt Collection

Image sponsored by
by George Shuster and Walter Giger, Jr.

An Exclusive Member
Category from SSHSA
Join at sshsa.org
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1926
A view of the White Star tender Nomadic off
the bow of the Olympic taken during nineyear-old Walter Lord’s voyage. On April 10,
1912, Nomadic ferried 274 passengers from
Cherbourg to the waiting Titanic. Today, at
106 years old, the Nomadic is the last remaining
White Star vessel. She recently underwent a
complete restoration and is opened for tours in
Belfast. Source: Walter Lord photo courtesy of Der
Scutt Collection

Image sponsored by
Susan Linda and Jeff Macklin

SSHSA’s Image Porthole
Our online archive of nearly 60,000
maritime photos, posters, and artwork
sshsaimageporthole.org
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1912
Public interest in the
disaster was so intense
that publishers rushed
out dozens of books,
magazines, and postcards. Most were sold
door-to-door and came
with “How to Sell” instructions for would-be
agents. One such book
advertised, “Sinking of
the Titanic, Most Appalling Ocean Horror, with
Graphic Descriptions of
Hundreds Swept to Eternity Beneath the Waves:
Panic Stricken Multitude Facing Sure Death,
and Thrilling Stories of
this Most Overwhelming Catastrophe...” Like
most Titanic materials of
the era, the cover photo
actually shows Olympic.
Source: SSHSA Archives

Image sponsored by
Don Leavitt
Nautiques.net

nautiques.net

To find this book and much more for sale,
visit www.nautiques.net, your online
source for liner and steamship antiques,
ephemera, and memorabilia.
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The Mission of the
Steamship Historical
Society of America...
To Record, Preserve, & Disseminate 		
The History Of Engine-Powered Vessels.
What Makes SSHSA Different?

I

n 1935 seven steamship historians and collectors formed the Steamship Historical
Society of America as a means of bringing together amateur and professional historians
interested in the history and development of steam navigation, past and present.
Today SSHSA stewards a collection of hundreds of thousands of images, artifacts,
periodicals, artwork, official records, memorabilia, and ephemera archived in more
than 100 collections and devoted exclusively to the history of engine-powered vessels, their
passengers and crew. SSHSA also publishes the quarterly magazine PowerShips and has taken
on the role of conservationist through our digital conservation project, the Image Porthole.
Our members include maritime collectors and artists, current and former crew members,
historians and students, genealogists, scuba divers, cruise travelers, ship engineers and
architects, and maritime history enthusiasts.
SSHSA holds non-profit 501(c)3 tax-exempt status and remains the oldest and largest
organization of its kind in the world. SSHSA is a vital source and authority of the nautical
and maritime history of engine-powered vessels, from the earliest steam-powered ships to
modern ocean liners.
Join the thousands of maritime enthusiasts who prize their memberships in the Steamship
Historical Society of America.

Visit our website at www.sshsa.org
2500 Post Road, Warwick, RI 02886
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